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Abstract 
A new representation f the Hubbard model in the Clifford algebra specially suited to describe 
complex many-particle states in simple terms is introduced. The form of the hamiltonian and other 
relevant observables in the new representation are discussed and several families of nontrivial half- 
filled states are readily obtained. 
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1. Introduction: The Hubbard model 
The aim of this paper is to introduce a new representation f a well-known system, 
the Hubbard model of itinerant electrons moving on a graph [ 1,2]. This representation 
is specially suited to obtain compact expressions for many-particle states, among which 
we find some interesting half-filled states. Our results are valid in any dimension, do not 
rely on the bipartite character of the graph and are applicable to a somewhat broader 
class of generalized Hubbard models specified below. 
Following the standard conventions [ 1,2], we consider a graph L with £ sites and 
hamiltonian H = T+ V. The kinetic energy operator T is given in second-quantized form 
by 
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+ 
T= E ~ tijci~cja' 
o'=T,l i,j=! 
with tij = t~i and tii = 0 (the nonvanishing hopping matrix elements tij ~ 0 define 
the edges or bonds connecting pairs of vertices in L), or =T, ~ denote the spin states, 
c+,, is the creation operator for an electron at site i with spin o-, and the creation and 
destruction operators atisfy the canonical anticommutation relations 
+ + =SijSov, (1.1) CitrCjr "+ CjrCio. 
+ + + + 
ci~rcjr + CjrCi~ r = 0, (1.2) 
ci~c# + c#ci~ = 0. (1.3) 
The operator V represents the potential energy, which can be written in terms of the 
mutually commuting number operators 
ni = nit + nij , 
ilio. = c+trCio .. 
For the standard short-range Hubbard model the potential energy is 
t t t 
V= EV i (n iT  - ½) (n i l -½)  =1 EV i (n i  - 1)2_1EV/ ,  
i=1 i=1 i-1 
although our results are valid for any polynomial potential V(nl . . . . .  ne) in the ni. 
Different choices of this polynomial define various generalized Hubbard models [ 1,2]. 
The space of states where the creation and destruction operators act - the Fock space -
is 
7-[=C{s,~/~ =~+~-+/~ )} ~r '1  10 , 
where a = (C~l . . . . .  at) ,  B = (ill . . . . .  f it), ai,fli E {0, 1} are multi-indices, c~ -'~ = 
+ ~tl r" + a2 Clr ~2r ...c-~T ~t as usual, and we assume that the states sa# are an orthonormal 
set determining the Hilbert space structure in 7/ (d im7/= 4t). The time-independent 
SchrSdinger equation for our hamiltonian reads 
H~ = E~h, 
and its solutions admit as quantum numbers the total number of particles, the (square 
of the) total spin s(s + 1), and its z-component sz, which are 
t 
N = E ni, 
i=I 
t 
sz = ½ (n,T- n . ) ,  
i=1 
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2 2 l ( s+s  - S_S+)  S =Sz+ + , 
where S+ = )-~i~=1 c~ci~ and S_ = S +. These operators are generators of the spin algebra 
g/(2) ~ C{N, Sz,S+,S_} (1.4) 
with center N, which is a symmetry algebra for the hamiltonian H. 
Our first task in the next section will be to identify the Fock space with a geometric 
Hilbert space, namely the exterior algebra over the vector space E of single-particle 
states. In this context, the compatibility of the system of observables {H, N, Sz, S 2} 
turns out to be a consequence of the behavior of the exterior algebra with respect o 
the operation of direct sum of subspaces, and we are able to describe explicitly the 
reduction of H in terms of the Lie algebra gl(e). This analysis of the Hubbard model in 
the frame of standard representation theory [3] provides the basics for the main result 
of the paper, a new representation in which half the variables are eliminated and the 
states become operators in a Clifford algebra. This is accomplished in Section 3, where 
the corresponding expressions for the main observables (including the hamiltonian) are 
derived with an invariant (i.e., basis-independent) argument. Furthermore, this represen- 
tation is naturally associated with a decomposition i to invariant subspaces under the 
action of the hamiltonian (roughly, the concepts of spin-up and spin-down are replaced 
by pairs and holes) whose relation to the usual formulation is discussed. Finally, in Sec- 
tion 4, we show the advantages of treating more symmetrically observables and states 
by deriving a few direct consequences: the structure of the Schr0dinger equation in this 
representation immediately suggests everal families of nontrivial half-filled states which 
are superpositions of states with one hole and one pair. Some of these states seem to 
play a major role as building blocks for more general half-filled states. 
2. Representation theory 
The starting point of our discussion is the fact that the abstract Fock space ~ can be 
conveniently identified with the exterior algebra A(E) = ~)2x_~_o Ai(E)  of the space E of 
single-particle states (dimE = 2~) with scalar product given by 
(Ul A . . .  A Ukl ,Ul A . . .  A Uk2 ) = 6ktk2 det(ui, vj) ,  (2.1) 
where (ui, vj) is the scalar product in E [4]. For each vector u E E there exists an 
exterior-multiplication operator (also denoted by u) defined by 
u : ~ E A(E)  --* u~ = u A~ E A(E) 
and an inner-derivation perator denoted a/au and defined by 
0_~ = (u,~:) ~: e A I (E ) ,  
au 
d a~ ar I Ak u auO--(/;Arl)=7"Arl+(--1)k~A au ' ~E (E), (2.2) 
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and zero on A°(E) .  It is easy to check that O/Ou = u + with respect o the scalar product 
(2.1). Let us consider now the decomposition of the single-particle space E into spin- 
up and spin-down subspaces, E = E T ® E l, ETZE 1, d imE T = d imE 1 = g, and pick 
orthonormal bases 
{Xl . . . . .  Xg} C E T, (2.3) 
{Yl . . . . .  Ye} C E l, (2.4) 
which provide explicit isomorphisms E T ~ E~ ~ C g. The above-mentioned identification 
is furnished by the correspondence where 10) +-+ 1 E A°(E)  ~ C, s,,a ~ x"y ~, and the 
+ creation operators c¼ and Cil are represented by the exterior-multiplication perators xi 
and Yi respectively. The first canonical anticommutation relation (1.1) reads 
O O 
X i "~x j -~- "~x j X i = ~ ij , 
the number operators are 
0 a 
ni = Xi-~X i -~- yi~iy i , 
and the hamiltonian is 
,(0 
H = Z ti j Xi - -  q- yi + V(nl . . . .  ne). 
Oxj 
i,j=l 
Due to the symmetric way in which the Hubbard model treats spin-up and spin-down, 
the hamiltonian belongs to the enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra gl(g), and the 
space A(E)  = A(E  T @ E 1) is a module of gl(g): to each g × g matrix a one can assign 
the operator 
Ul A. . .AUn~-~(#aUl)  A. . .AUn +Ul  A (#au2) A . . .Aun  +. . .  
"q-Ul A.,. A (~:aUn), 
where ~u = a u T + a u 1, u = u r + u 1, is the decomposition associated to E = E r @ E 1, 
and both E T and E l are identified with C e. This action corresponds to the general inear 
group GL(g) action 
ul A . . .  A un ~ (gu l )  A . . .  A (gun), 
where the element g E GL(g) is represented as gu = gu T + gu 1. The explicit isomor- 
phism with C e furnished by the bases (2.3) and (2.4) assigns to the matrix a = (a/j) 
the operator 
Ca = ~ aij X i - -  q- yi 
i,j=l ~Xj j / 
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and, in particular, the kinetic-energy and number operators ni are represented by the 
matrices t = (tij) and Eli (the elementary matrix with 1 at the ii entry and zero 
elsewhere). The operator associated to the elementary matrix Eij will be denoted srij. 
We can see now that the existence of the above-mentioned quantum numbers for the 
hamiltonian is a consequence of the fundamental property of A, its behavior with respect 
to the operation of direct sum of subspaces. The isomorphism 
A(E T @ Et) ~ A(E T) ® A(EI) 
induces a decomposition 
A(E) = ~ (AM(ET) ® AN(Et) ) ,  
M,N 
where the module AM(ET) ® AN(E~) under the action of gl(~) contains M spins up 
and N spins down (equivalently, this subspace is characterized by the eigenvalues of N 
and Sz). Under the action of the unitary group U(g) C GL(~) (which preserves the 
canonical anticommutation relations, since it maps orthonormal bases of E = E T @El into 
orthonormal bases) one obtains a decomposition of the moduli Ata(ET) ® AN(Et) into 
irreducible subspaces [ 3 ], the highest-weight moduli which are orbits of the dominant 
vectors xl x2. • • XM Yl Y2. • • ylV under the lower triangular algebra of gl(~). Since the 
hamiltonian depends only on the gl(g) action, these subspaces are also stable, and the 
Casimir operator 
i,j=l 
is a multiple of the identity on each one. This operator can be written as a function of 
the total spin operator S and the number of particles operator N: 
a = S ~ + ¼N ~ - (~e+ 1) N, 
so the irreducible subspaces are indexed by the total spin s. It is a standard result 
in representation theory [ 3] that these irreducible subspaces can be equally described 
as the kernels of the spin operator S+ for M >i- N, a fact observed in Ref. [5] for 
the solutions of the Bethe ansatz in the one-dimensional Hubbard model. We have thus 
obtained a quite explicit description of the reduction of H in terms of the representations 
of the Lie algebra gl(t). 
3. The Clifford algebra 
The space of states admits a second realization which leads to a different description of 
the Hubbard model. Since E t ~ E~ via the scalar product, one obtains the isomorphism 
A(E) ~ A(Et) ® A(EI) ~ A(ET) ® A(EI)* 
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so that 
~ c(e),  
the Clifford algebra of the space C ~, i.e., the space of linear transformations of A(C e) 
[3]. Our next goal is to obtain an explicit isomorphism such that the action of the 
hamiltonian be as simple as possible. Since 7-I = A(C ~) ® A(Ce), the states are linear 
combinations of vectors of the form u ® v, u, v E A(Ct). Let us fix an orientation 
in A(Ce), i.e., pick a volume element /2 E Ae(C~), and let us associate to v the 
operator v ---* /2+v, so that u ® v ---, u ®/2+v or simply u/2+v if we consider u and 
v as multiplication operators in A(C~). Given an orthonormal basis {xl . . . . .  x~} C C ~ 
and ~ = xl . . .x t ,  to the standard basis {x ~ ® x #} C A(C ~) ® A(C ~) of states with 
[ a l = al + . . .  + a~ spins up and [fl[ = fit + . . .  + fie spins down there corresponds the 
basis of operators 
x'~/2+x ~: Ae-I~l(c t) ~ Atal (Ct), 
where 
0 0 
/2+ m. ~ . . .  - - .  
Oxe Ox~ 
The scalar product in C(£) is fixed by declaring the basis x~/2+x/~ orthonormal, so 
that (X, Y) = tr(X+Y). The idea of eliminating one of the species of spins has been 
previously applied by Lieb [6], who used the matrix form of the hamiltonian in the 
basis x '~ ® x/~ to prove two theorems on the spin of the ground state of the Hubbard 
model. We add to this use of spinless fermions the new representation just defined, 
which is the key ingredient to write in a simple way complex many-particle states. 
To calculate the form of the hamiltonian in the Hilbert space C(g) it is enough to 
study the behavior of the representation f gl(£) under the isomorphism just defined 
since, as we said in Section 2, the Hubbard hamiltonian belongs to the enveloping algebra 
of gl(f). Such form is determined by the commutativity of the following diagram: 
gl(e) x A(C 2~) ----r A(C 2~) 
gl( t )  x c (e )  --, c (e )  
Each matrix a acts on A (C 2e) ~ A ( C e) ® A (C t) according to sea (u ® v) = (sCau) ® v + 
u ® (~av), to which corresponds the following operator of C(g): 
(Ca n) f~+ V "4- Uf~ + ( (aU ) . 
Considering the natural inclusion gl(g) C C (2), this operator in turn can be rewritten 
[sea, u/2+v] + (tra)u/2+v, (3.1) 
which differs from the natural action of gl(g) by a multiple of the identity associated to 
the trace of a. As a consequence, the action of the Hubbard hamiltonian on an element 
X 6 C(g) is 
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H(X)=tK ,  X l+½~Vi tn i , [n i ,X ] ]  -1  Vii X, 
i=l \ i=l /I 
where K represents he matrix tij, i.e., 
and 
a 
K = ~ tqxi OXj 
i,j=l 
n i = x i -  
axi 
(3.2) 
denotes now the number operator for spinless fermions in A(Ce). Note that in this form, 
half the variables from the original problem have been eliminated. 
Similarly, let us consider now the form of the generators of the spin algebra (1.4). 
The action of N on a state X is a straightforward application of Eq. (3.1). Since the 
corresponding matrix is the identity in C e, 
0 
n = ~id = ~Xi~x / (3.3) 
i=1 
one obtains immediately 
N(X) = [n,X] + eX. 
The action of Sz is also straightforward: 
Sz(X) = ~ (nX + Xn-gX) .  
The form of the third generator, S+, is more involved and requires a brief calculation. 
The action of S+ on a state x~y # C A(C 2e) is 
S+(xay B) = ~ xi ay'--~x y# = ~ x xi~iYi y13, 
i=1 i=1 
while to this basis vector there corresponds the state x ~ ® x ~ C A(C ~) ® A(Ce), on 
which 
ax # 
S+(x ~ ® x 13) = ~-~ x~xi ® 
axi " i=1 
Then, as follows from Eq. (2.1) and the fact that l-l+O/axi = 0, in the Clifford algebra 
we have, 
0x # e 
s+ (x~a+x~) = ~-,x~x'°+-~xi =~-~x~x'a÷x~ oxi(_1)1~1+~. 
i=l i=1 
Hence, 
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g 
,, a s+ (x°Z~+xe) = (_l)loHe)+, ~ x,x a+xe~ 
i=1 
and the actions of S+ and S_ on a state X with N particles are 
(9 




S_(X) = ( -1 )  N+l 
i=1 ~xiXXi" 
Greater flexibility in the description of the states is achieved with the introduction 
of a new basis of the Clifford algebra C(g) given by the 2 e x 2 g = dimC(g) linearly 
independent operators x"a#/ax ~. The old basis x"12+x ~ can be written in terms of the 
new basis by using the canonical anticommutation relations (1.1)-(1.3) to transfer the 
O/axi to the right of the xi. Conversely, given x"O#/Ox ~one can use the identity 
,(. 0) l=H x :~ + aTx/x; 
i=1 
to write 
£ xon(0 0 )0 = X i - -  "~- Xi 
aX'8 i=1 69Xi ~ •X .8 
as a linear combination of the x"O+x l~. The main advantage of the new basis is the 
existence of an adapted ecomposition of the Clifford algebra C(g) as a direct sum of 
subspaces invariant under the action of the hamiltonian: 
I 'AB(P~)=C{x°t~X~, ]ot[=A, ,t~I=B } ,  
( 
C(g) = (~ FAB(g). 
A,B--O 
A state X E Fag(g) has A - B + g particles, since 
[ 5] ~x# = n'x') +gx" = (1,~1 - I/~l +e)x  "ae  ax ~" 
The operator X --+ [ni, [ni, X]  ] gives the number of pairs plus the number of holes at 
the site i (it is easy to check that x",O+x l~ ---+ (oti+ ~8i - 1)2x°t~2+x3), and the total 
number of bosons in the state x')aa/ax ~ is given by 
hi, ni, x a = l l~- 3112X~ax/3 
i=1 
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with eigenvalue lla - fill2 = [l, ll 2 + ii/ ll2 _ 8)  = A + B - 2(a, fl). Consequently 
A + B is the maximum number of bosons in FAB(g). The states in FAB(g) are not (in 
general) eigenvectors of Sz. 
There is a convenient interpretation f the potential energy operator in terms of the 
weights of the vectors in FAB (£) under the action of the unitary group U(g) on C (g). 
The image of x '~, 
g(x '~) = g(x~' ) . . .  g(x~') 
for the action on A(C e) allows us to write 
In particular, the diagonal matrices xi ---> hixi ,  ]hi[ = 1 transform the state x'~12+x a --> 
(Au/A)')xC'l"2+x [J, where I~zl is the number of pairs and I~1 the number of holes. I.e., 
the weights of the U(g) representation give the numbers of pairs and holes in a state. 
A generic operator X transforms under the action of the diagonal subgroup according to 
X --+ E (au/A~) Xu~, where X+,~ is a state with I~1 pairs, iul holes, and g+ l/z[ - l~,l 
particles. For example, xla/ax2 has g particles, one pair at the site 1 and one hole 
at the site 2. The subspace FAB(g) is thus a modulus for the action of the unitary 
group just defined and the decomposition asa direct sum of irreducible subspaces yields 
highest weight moduli on which the hamiltonian acts. The Casimir operator for this 
representation, A(X) --½ t = )-]ij=l [grq, [g/i, X] ] is 
A(X) =S2(X)+I(n2X+Xn2)- lnXn- ~e(~e+l 1 1)x, 
from where we readily get the formula 
l (g_e)2 le (½e--]- 1). A=S2+~ 
The operator 
S+ : FAB(g)  --~ FA+I ,B+I (g ) ,  
and the maximum weight vectors in C(g) are 
O 0 O 
XlX 2 . . .  Xp OXQ_ 1 OXQ-2 " " " o3Xg '
which for P I> Q are the dominant vectors in the old representation xl . . .  xpyl . . .  yQ 
up to a sign. 
A problem of obvious physical interest is the projection of the vectors in C(g) 
into their spin components, which can be carried out with the decomposition A(C e) = 
~)~=0 ak(ce)" 
The eigenvalues of the operator (3.2) (i.e., the number operator for spinless fermions 
with states in A(Ce), not to be confused with the total number of particles in the 
system) are 0, 1,2 . . . . .  g and its minimum polynomial is 
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n(n-  1) (n -2) . . . (n -e )  =0. 
Consequently we can define orthogonal projections Pk: A(C e) ~ Ak(C ~) as 




1 I'I ( k - r ) ,  
P k r=O 
r~k  
and any state X E c(g)  is an operator X: A(C  ~) ~ A(C ~) whose components Xab: 
Ab(C e) ~ Aa(c  e) with respect o the previous decomposition, given by 
)(an = P~(n)X Pb(n), 
satisfy 
N(Xab) = (a - b + g)X,o, 
Sz (Xab) -~ ½(a + b - e) Xab. 
That is to say, X~b is a state with (a - b + g) particles and ½(a + b - g) third spin 
component. 
4. Elementary states 
In this section we draw a few direct consequences of the Clifford algebra repre- 
sentation. In particular we will see how this representation suggests several families 
of nontrivial half-filled states. Hereafter we set all the coefficients V/ equal to U and 
omit the constant erm, so that the Schr6dinger equation for the Hubbard hamiltonian 
becomes 
l U [K,X] +3 ~-~[ni,[ni,X]] =EX. 
i=1 
A first simple observation is that any function of n is trivially a half-filled state with 
zero energy, whose third spin component can be seen with the (g+ 1 ) projections Pa (n) 
defined above. Since Sz (Pa) = l (2a -  g)Pa, the projection Pa(n) has spin (a -  ½g), 
a = 0, 1 . . . . .  g. Furthermore, 
S+(Pa) = ( -1 )  ~+1 Pa (a-g)P~+l 
Pa+l 
and Po(n) is the half-filled state with all the spins down. 
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Another family of states that can be easily described in the new representation are 
the operators in gl(g), 
~a= ~a i jx i#ax i  • 
i,j= I 
For r #= s the state x~O/axs has g particles with one pair in the site r and one hole in 
the site s (if r = s it has neither pairs nor holes). These operators ~:a do not exhaust 
the family of half-filled states, which in fact is described by all the superpositions of
x'~al3/Ox/3 operators with lal = I~1. From a mathematical point of view, the half-filled 
states are nothing but the diagonal transformations with respect o the decomposition 
A(Ct) = ~)~--0 Ak(Ce) • Among these there is a distinguished element, namely (3.2), 
that defines the kinetic energy and is the representative of the matrix t (i.e., K = ~:t). 
It has zero kinetic energy, and U potential energy (i.e., V(K) = UK) since it is a 
superposition of states with one pair and one hole. The state K is therefore a half-filled 
eigenstate of the hamiltonian with total energy U, 
H(K) = UK. 
This result is valid independently of the structure of the hopping matrix t, the dimension 
of the lattice, or its bipartite character, i.e., the 7/symmetry introduced by Yang [7,8]. 
The state K is a particular instance of a more general family of eigenstates with the 
same energy U: since for any matrix a = (aij) one has the commutation rule 
[~a, K] = ([a,t], 
one can see immediately that 
H((~) = U~:~ 
whenever a commutes with t and has zeros in the diagonal. 
To calculate the spin components of the states ~a we first note that for r :~ s, the 
state sc~ = Xra/ax~ belongs to the irreducible representation sl(e) which is the orbit 
associated to the highest weight vector xla/axe under the action of the lower triangular 
algebra C{xi+ja/axi} with spin ½(e-  2). Since the projections Pa(n) commute with 
the elements of gl( e) we obtain that, unless a = b, Pag~Pb = PaPb(r~ = 0 and Sz ( ~r a) = 
½(2a -- e)~:as, here sras = PagrsPa = Pa(rs. That is to say, ~r a is the projection onto the 
subspace with Sz equal to ½(2a-  e). The eigenvalues of Sz range from 1 to £ -  1, since 
srr~ has one pair and one hole, 
a=l 
(note that srrs vanishes on A°(C ~) ~ Ae(C e) ~ C). Let us calculate now the relation 
between the different spin components sofa: we shall prove that 
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I I I 
2'--i/*--/* 
/ / / 
1 (a) 1 (b) 
Fig. 1. (a) Typical state that enters in the linear combination of the eigenstate K. (b) State with one pair and 
one hole separated by a fixed number of links. 
S+((rs ) Pa a (a -g )  (_  ~ a+l a -- - -  1 ) ( r s  " 
Pa+l a + 1 
Since x j (n -  k) = [n -  (k + 1)]xj  we see that 
g+l g 
xt °1 
S+(( ras )  = ( -1 ) '+ 'pa  ]-~ (n -  k) ~ "¢rS-~x i 
k=l ,k 4~a-1 i=1 
g+l 
= ( -1 )~+lPa  H (n - k)(~s, 
k=-l,k=# a -  1 
is an operator with the structure paQa(n)~rs. Decomposing (rs once more, we find 
g--I g--I 
S+((ars) = (-1)e+lpaQa(n) Z Pb(n)(rs = (--1)e+Jpa Z Qa(b)Pb(n)(rs' 
b=l b=l 
since nPb(n) = bPb(n). The only nonvanishing value of Qa(b) is Qa(a + 1) = a(a - 
g) / [ pa+l (a + 1 ) ], hence our statement. 
The state (~s is a superposition of eigenstates (r~s of Sz which can be obtained 
recursively with the operator S+, so it suffices to analyze the lowest component of spin 
~:~s in which there is a pair in the site r, a hole in the site s, and the remaining sites 
are occupied by spins down. The operator (~s is the restriction sc~slA 1(C e) that maps 
Xr ---* Xs, i.e., it is the elementary matrix 
( -  1 ) S+e xr/2+ Xl X2 . . . xs-1 Xs+ l . . .  xg. 
g g 
The state K = ~~i,j=l tij~ij = ~j=l  tj(x) O/axj where tj(x) = ~ie=l tijxi is a superposi- 
tion of the states (q. Its lowest spin component K ~ can be written as 
g 
K 1 = ~ (-1)J+gtj(x)I2+xlx2...xj- lxj+l ...Xe 
j=l 
that in A(C 2e) is represented by the state 
g 
OK = ~ tj (X) ~ (YlY2. . . Yg). 
j=l 
vd j  
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As an example exhibiting the essential aspects of ~bK in any dimension, consider a 
two-dimensional lattice. In that case $x is a superposition of states of the type shown 
in Fig. la. 
I f  instead of t we consider a matrix q such that [q, t] = 0, qii = 0, performing a 
similar analysis we obtain the state 
~Pq = ql (x )y2 .  . .  Yt + y lq2(x)  . . . yt + . . .  + YlY2. . .qe(x ) ,  
which comes from the dual vacuum yj Y2-.. Ye through the flow defined by the vector 
field 
q j (x )  0__~._. 
j=l dy/ 
In certain cases one can give an explicit description of the matrices in the centralizer 
of t with vanishing diagonal entries. The simplest examples arise in connection with 
periodic lattices that for our purposes can be conveniently described in terms of the 
tensor product 
C e ~_ C el ® C ~2 ®. . .  ® C ~d 
for the case of a d-dimensional lattice. The corresponding kinetic energy matrix can be 
written as a sum t = t~ + . . .  + td in which 
tj = 11 @. . .  ® ('cj +~. f l )  ®. . .  ® la 
(assuming that all the translations are independent). The action of the unitary operator 
7"j on the chosen basis is r je r= er+l, so that if we denote the generators of the lattice 
translations by 
~j = Ii ®. . .®~' j  ®. . .® le, 
then 
--nil --hi2 -md 
7" 1 '7" 2 . . . I "  d 
commutes with t and (unless all the mj vanish) has zeros in the diagonal for 0 <~ mj << 
gj - 1. By the previous construction, this family of matrices determine a corresponding 
family of eigenstates of the hamiltonian which are superpositions of states with one pair 
and one hole separated by a constant number of links (rnl in the first direction, m2 
in the second direction, etc.) A typical example with ml = 1 and m2 = 3 is presented 
in Fig. lb. Similar states with "low-hole doping" have been studied in the context of 
high-temperature superconductivity [9]. 
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